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The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic is influencing our lives in

an enormous and unprecedented way. Here, we explore COVID-19-lockdown’s

consequences for creative activity. To this end, we relied on two extensive diary studies.

The first, held on March 2019 (pre-pandemic), involved 78 students who reported their

emotions and creativity over 2 weeks (927 observations). The second, conducted on

March 2020 (during the pandemic and lockdown), involved 235 students who reported

on their emotions, creativity, and the intensity of thinking and talking about COVID-19 over

a month (5,904 observations). We found that compared with 2019, during the lockdown,

students engaged slightly yet statistically significantly more in creative activities. An

analysis of diaries collected during the pandemic also showed that the days when

students spent more time discussing or searching for information about COVID-19 were

characterized by a higher creative activity yet also mixed emotions. We discuss potential

explanations of these unexpected results along with future study directions.
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INTRODUCTION

The current pandemic created an entirely new reality for almost anyone across the world. While
its influence on creativity has only recently begun to be analyzed (Beghetto, 2020; Kapoor and
Kaufman, 2020), emphasizing both opportunities (Kapoor and Kaufman, 2020; Orkibi, 2020) and
challenges (Karwowski et al., 2020) of the current situation, the devastating effects of the lockdown
on creative professions have already been recognized. As the Creative Industries Federation called
it (June 17, 2020), what coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) caused is a “cultural catastrophe”
(Creative Industries Federation, 2020). Indeed, musicians, actors, or visual artists in most countries
struggle seriously, as their possibilities to work are almost entirely undermined (see Comunian and
England, 2020). However, what is less known is the impact of pandemics on less professionalized
creativity, primarily the so-called mini-c or little-c—to use the Four-C model’s terms (Kaufman
and Beghetto, 2009). The Four-C model distinguishes different forms and aspects of creativity,
starting from the mini-c creativity (primarily cognitive processes engaged in learning) and little-
c creativity (problem-solving and everyday creativity) to pro-c (professional creativity, usually
conducted within a certain domain) and Big-C creativity—typical for very few geniuses. This
investigation focuses on creative activity, so the little-c level of creativity.

Do we think or act creatively to the same extent as prior to pandemics? Does the combination
of uncertainty and danger caused by pandemics make us more or less creative? In other words, can
the situation caused by COVID-19 motivate and drive individuals to produce something creative?
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Apparently, it worked for Isaac Newton, who created major new
insights for his theories of gravity and optics during enforced
isolation caused by the outbreak of the Great Plague of London.
Yet anecdotes aside, what are the effects of the pandemic on
cognitive processes relevant to creativity and everyday creative
behavior? While the former aspects of creativity in relation to a
pandemic were already researched, this study focuses exclusively
on creative activity.

Creativity and the Pandemic
It has already been demonstrated that when people are primed to
think about coronavirus, they become less tolerant (Sorokowski
et al., 2020) andmore conservative (Karwowski et al., 2020). Also,
research on the need for closure has shown that under conditions
of diffuse uncertainty, people choose simplistic solutions, have a
tendency to think in extremes, and exhibit dichotomous thinking
(e.g., Webster and Kruglanski, 1994). It quite naturally leads to
expecting detrimental effects for creativity, given that creative
people are usually tolerant (Groyecka, 2018) and liberal rather
than conservative (Dollinger, 2007) and use a variety of creative
thinking strategies (Jankowska et al., 2018). What is more, there
is evidence that thinking about COVID increases the level of
stress (Kowal et al., 2020), a factor negatively related to creative
thinking (Duan et al., 2020). A recent study that tested whether
activating thinking about coronavirus influences people’s insight
and analytical problem-solving (Karwowski et al., 2020) found a
negative effect, yet only amongmen. Evenmore interestingly, this
study also demonstrated that the participants who were primed
with information about coronavirus tended to be more careless
and less engaged in the tasks presented. This result suggests
that when thinking about coronavirus is activated, people might
become focused and task-oriented yet less likely to engage in
creative thinking, driven primarily by enjoyment (Benedek et al.,
2020) and intrinsic motives (Anderson and Karwowski, 2020).

One of the possible mechanisms that might explain the
expected negative influence of COVID-19, and associated
lockdown, on creativity is the effect of emotions. The pandemic
situation is emotionally challenging; thinking about COVID-
19, not to mention the lockdown and threat caused by the
risk of illness, increases sadness, stress, anger–hostility moods
and reduces positive emotions (e.g., Pérez-Fuentes et al., 2020;
Shanahan et al., 2020). The role of emotions for creativity is well-
established, with decades of research showing quite consistently
that positive, activated, and promotion focused emotion, such
as feeling happy, enthusiastic, and elated, improve creative
performance (Baas et al., 2008; Davis, 2009).

Also, a growing number of dynamic micro-longitudinal
studies show clear links between positive emotions and creativity.
An experience-sampling study found that better advancement
in the creative process in art was supported by the enjoyment
of work and hampered by work-related anxiety (Benedek et al.,
2017). A diary study in work settings showed a positive linear
relationship between positive affect and creativity (Amabile
et al., 2005). In the experience-sampling study among young
adults, everyday creativity was linked to feeling happy and
active (Silvia et al., 2014; see also Conner and Silvia, 2015).
A study that simultaneously applied the experience-sampling

method and day reconstruction method found that active,
positive emotions (happiness, concentration, feeling engaged,
and interested) positively correlated with creativity in everyday
life among corporate employees (Han et al., 2019). The benefits
of a positive mood on creativity were corroborated in research
with middle-aged participants that utilized both experience
sampling and diary methods (Karwowski et al., 2017). Yet this
study also found that some negative emotions, such as feeling
restricted and unfocused, predicted everyday creativity as well
(Karwowski et al., 2017). At the same time, however, causal
links are still unclear. For example, in their large (N = 658)
daily diary study, Conner et al. (2018) provided a convincing
argument that it is creative activity that leads to flourishing
(operationalized as positive affect) than vice versa. Hence, if
creativity builds positive emotions rather than positive emotions
build creativity, then reasoning about the relationship between
COVID-19 and creative activity becomes even more complex.
If positive emotions do not causally influence creativity, they
cannot be responsible of (and thus—mediate) the links between
COVID-19 and creative activity.

The role of negative mood for creativity is far less clear,
and contextual conditions likely moderate it (e.g., Van Kleef
et al., 2010). While positive mood seems to support early idea
generation, neutral and negative emotions enhance performance
in later idea production (Kaufmann and Vosburg, 2002).
Importantly, anger was found to be beneficial in early stages
of the creative process (Baas et al., 2011). The creative
task itself is an essential piece of the puzzle. When people
frame a task as fun, they produce more ideas in a positive
mood, but when they frame a task as serious, they are more
efficient in a negative mood (Friedman et al., 2007). Moreover,
negative moods can make people more critical and discerning,
whereby they produce ideas that are not only creative but also
useful (George and Zhou, 2002).

Therefore, creativity might benefit from a mix of positive and
negative emotions, a situation we currently observe. Information
about COVID-19 might be perceived as a threat to valuable
resources like work, health, or even life (Hobfoll, 2001) and,
in consequence, evoke stress, fear, and anxiety. But in these
stressful conditions, all positive information, like new scientific
discoveries announced, gains particular importance (Hobfoll,
2001; Hobfoll et al., 2018) and could raise hope, engagement, and
interest. Additionally, using effective strategies for coping with
stress can help individuals cope with the mental health challenges
of quarantines and build positive emotions during COVID-
19 social distancing (Fischer et al., 2020). This coexistence of
different emotional states plays a role in creativity, as does
the affective shift (Bledow et al., 2013). Experiencing mixed
emotions works similarly to getting conflicting information; it
informs about unusual circumstances and motivates to generate
uncommon ideas (Fong, 2006). When people feel happy along
with feeling tired, they more easily accept unusual ideas and
solutions (Middlewood et al., 2016). When they feel happy and
sad simultaneously, they are more open to new, alternative
perspectives (Rees et al., 2013) and score higher on creative
thinking (Fong, 2006). However, it is worth to keep in mind that
people have difficulty recalling the mixed emotions experience
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after some time and in the long run remember them as less
diverse (Aaker et al., 2008). To prevent this memory decline of
mixed feelings, it could be useful to employ the in-the-moment
emotions assessment (see Moeller et al., 2018).

Creative Thinking vs. Creative Activity
Our overview quite naturally leads to the expectation that
thinking about COVID-19 will reduce positive emotions
and increase negative ones, particularly anxiety and fear.
Consequently, in the short term, COVID-19—as any other
threat—is expected to diminish creative thinking and problem-
solving. What is less clear, however, is what the medium-or-
long-term consequences of COVID-19 are for creative activity
and behavior. Lockdown caused by the pandemic forced people
to stay home, so the open question is what the influence of
this lockdown is for their creative functioning. However, before
we answer this, we should ask what faces creative activity of
emerging adults might have.

Different expressions of a creative potential during
adolescence and early adulthood usually fall into the broad
category of everyday or little-c creativity (Kaufman and Beghetto,
2009). They can be seen as a springboard for professional and
eminent creative accomplishments. Importantly, however,
creative actions in which the nonexpert, the ordinary person,
participates on a daily basis are more than merely a stage in
creative development. Everyday creative acts such as telling
a joke and making people laugh or taking photographs bring
originality and meaningfulness into one’s life and improve
personal well-being (Ivcevic, 2007; Richards, 2010). So if the
pandemic makes people’s creative activity lower, this is by no
means a trivial thing. But if during the pandemic people engage
in creative activity more often—be it because of boredom, more
time for hobbies, or a conscious decision to focus on meaningful
activity—the pandemic could have its paradoxically positive face
as well.

Young adults express a variety of creative behaviors in
their everyday life (Silvia et al., 2014; Conner and Silvia,
2015; Zielińska, 2020). The originality and usefulness of these
acts can be recognized by the creator or at most a small
circle of friends and relatives. This private nature of everyday
creativity differentiates it from the more formal domains of
work, in which the experts’ recognition and its broadness are
the core characteristics of a creative pursuit (Carson et al., 2005).
Furthermore, although successful performance as a professional
creator requires specialized training and know-how, creativity in
daily life is not conditioned by specific skills and knowledge. It
is universal, is expressed by many people, and has an adaptive
function (Ivcevic and Mayer, 2009; Richards, 2010).

In late adolescence and emerging adulthood [see Karwowski
and Wiśniewska, (in press)], people become more aware of their
creative abilities and begin to perceive creativity as an essential
aspect of the self (Karwowski, 2016). They develop creative
aspirations, transform them into creative identities, and foster
the competencies useful in a particular area of creative activity
(Zielińska, 2020). Starting from exploration, i.e., engaging in
such forms of creative activity that interest them, young people
gradually focus their commitment in a specific domain, which in

turn leads to the differentiation of their creative potential, that
is, the development of domain-specific skills and abilities (Barbot
and Tinio, 2015).

THE PRESENT STUDY

The present study benefits from two daily diary studies conducted
on two similar samples on March 2019 (before the pandemic)
and on March 2020 (during the pandemic, including the most
restrictive lockdown). Two main questions drive our endeavors
here. On the most general level, we are interested in the possible
effects that the lockdown associated with COVID-19 might have
on creative activity. Although it might be posited that being at
home, sometimes probably bored, creates a unique opportunity
for creative endeavors (e.g., Gasper and Middlewood, 2014),
previous research suggested the opposite pattern—a negative
effect of pandemics on creative activity—likely due to growing
anxiety (and negative emotions in general) and reduced positive
emotions. We explore this effect in a two-fold manner: first
by comparing creative activity in 2019–2020 and by examining
whether the intensity of information about COVID-19 (in 2020
only) is associated with creative activity at the level of people
(level 2) and days (level 1).

METHOD

Participants
A total of 313 first-year University students participated in this
study in 2019 and 2020. There were 78 students (65 female)
in 2019 and 235 in 2020 (213 female). All participants were
social sciences students (psychology or education). Students
volunteered to participate and received credit toward a research
option in their class. In 2019, the participants filled daily diaries
over 13 days (February 27 toMarch 12); in 2020, they filled diaries
over 31 days (from March 19 to April 18th). Poland’s universities
were closed fromMarch 12 to the end of the semester (June), with
a strict lockdown being announced by the government between
March 25 and April 19. To increase intra-individual variability
(day level), we excluded students who participated in a study (n
= 60 total) but filled < five diaries. The total number of level 1
(days× person) data was 927 for 2019 and 5,904 for 2020.

Measures
We used the same core measures in 2019 and 2020, with
additional items explicitly added in 2020 to capture information-
seeking about COVID-19.

Creative Activity
Every day, the participants rated the intensity of their
engagement in 15 different activities, using a 7-point Likert scale
(1 = not at all, 7 = very intensively). The activities were adapted
from previous studies (Karwowski and Brzeski, 2017; Karwowski
et al., 2017) and are presented in Supplementary Table 1. They
resulted in a reliable scale when averaged (α on level 2= 0.81, on
level 1= 0.67).
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Emotions
Each day, participants rated how strongly they felt each of the 21
presented emotions during the day. This scale was taken from
Karwowski et al. (2017) and captured emotions that resemble
those typically used to measure positive and negative affect
within the circumplex model of affect (Barrett and Russell, 1999).
Participants used a 7-point Likert scale with 1 = not at all, 7
= very often. Among these emotions, three were particularly
related to anxiety, so we also analyzed them separately (i.e., how
often they felt afraid, nervous, and concerned on that day). The
complete list of emotions, together with descriptive statistics, is
presented in Supplementary Table 1.

Information About Coronavirus Disease 2019
In 2020, there were two additional daily questions about
participants’ exposition to information about COVID-19: how
intensively they searched for information about coronavirus and
how much time they spent talking about it (the participants used
a 7-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 = I did not do it at all
to 7 = I did it very intensively). We averaged scores across the
two questions to obtain a single measure of the exposition to
information about the coronavirus (α on level 2 = 0.90, on level
1= 0.83).

Procedure
After responding to the invitation to participate in a study,
participants completed the informed consent form. They
completed an online daily diary accessible between 6:00 p.m.
and 11:00 p.m. The procedure was the same for 2019 and 2020,
except that there were some additional variables measured in
2020 (specific to the situation), and the 2020 module of the study
lasted for a month.

Data Analysis
As our data had a hierarchical structure, with days nested within
persons, we relied on multilevel modeling in Mplus 8.1 (Muthén
and Muthén, 1998–2017). Our main analyses were conducted
in two steps. First, to compare 2019 with 2020, we examined
level 2 effects of the year on emotions and creative activity. Our
predictor (year: 2019 vs. 2020; lockdown or lack of it) was a
dichotomous, level 2 variable. Our second step, conducted only
on the 2020 data, examined whether there are links between the
intensity of information about COVID-19, positive and negative
emotions, and creative activity. To test for possible causal effects,
this analysis was complemented with lagged analyses.

Ethic Statement
All subjects gave informed consent in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki. The protocol was approved by the
University of Wroclaw’s Institute of Psychology Institutional
Review Board.

RESULTS

Data Reduction and Descriptive Statistics
As presented in Supplementary Table 1, there was a clear two-
factor solution for emotions suggested by a parallel analysis, with
positive and negative emotions factors, which were saved for

TABLE 1 | Level 1 and level 2 correlations between variables of the study.

1 2 3 4 5

1 Info COVID-19 1 0.12 0.20 0.23 0.20

2 Positive emotions 0.13 1 −0.18 −0.08 0.33

3 Negative emotions 0.27 −0.07 1 0.86 −0.03

4 Anxiety 0.32 −0.03 0.91 1 0.01

5 Creative activity 0.25 0.41 0.01 0.06 1

Correlation on the day level (N = 6,823, except for correlations for the first variable, Info

COVID-19, N = 5,917) are above the diagonal. Correlations on the person level (N =

313, except for correlations for the first variable, Info COVID-19, N = 236) are below the

diagonal. Statistically significant (p < 0.05) correlations are in bold.

COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019.

TABLE 2 | Intraclass correlation coefficients estimated in empty models

separately for 2019 and 2020 study.

2019 2020

Info COVID-19 – 59%

Positive emotions 35% 42%

Negative emotions 32% 47%

Anxiety 26% 43%

Creative activity 52% 58%

COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019.

further analyses. Table 1 presents correlations between variables,
both between- and within-person, for the total sample (2019 and
2020 aggregated). Intriguingly, the amount of information about
COVID-19 was positively related not only to negative emotions
and anxiety (as we predicted) but also to positive emotions (r =
0.12 within-level and r = 0.13 between-level).

Before starting our multilevel analyses, we estimated
variability of each of the variables of interest, associated with
a person (level 2) and a day (level 1). Intraclass correlation
coefficients (ICCs) are presented in Table 2. In all cases there was
substantial day-to-day variability—a finding that supports our
decision to use multilevel models.

Main Analyses
Our first model explored cross-sectional differences in emotions
and creativity among students who participated in our study
in 2019 and 2020. We emphasize that although the design was
the same (apart from a more prolonged study in 2020), these
comparisons are cross-sectional, based on different participants,
so any causal conclusions would be premature. Still, it seemed
interesting and relevant to start with such a comparison given
similarity of samples and measures.

As illustrated in Table 3, on average in 2020 (lockdown),
students tended to report slightly less positive emotions than did
participants in 2019 (no lockdown) (p = 0.02), yet there was
no predicted higher intensity of negative emotions or anxiety
in 2020. Intriguingly though, we found a statistically significant
positive effect of the year (2019 vs. 2020) on creative activity.

The effect of the year (2019 vs. 2020 or no lockdown
vs. lockdown) shows that students who participated in our
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TABLE 3 | Effect of year on emotions and creativity (differences between 2019

and 2020).

Effect of year

β 95% CI p

Positive emotions −0.11 – 0.26, −0.03 0.02

Negative emotions −0.04 −0.16, 0.08 0.26

Anxiety 0.05 −0.07, 0.17 0.26

Creative activity 0.10 0.01, 0.21 0.03

All values are standardized.

TABLE 4 | Creative activity as predicted by COVID-19 information search, positive

and negative emotions on a person or day level.

Creative activity

β 95% CI p

Person level

Info COVID-19 0.21 0.10, 0.33 <0.001

Positive emotions 0.43 0.33, 0.53 <0.001

Negative emotions −0.04 −0.13, 0.08 0.29

Anxiety −0.03 −0.12, 0.10 0.37

Day level

Info COVID-19 0.11 0.09, 0.13 <0.001

Positive emotions 0.22 0.20, 0.25 <0.001

Negative emotions 0.00 −0.02, 0.03 0.47

Anxiety 0.00 −0.02, 0.03 0.46

All values are standardized.

study were more creatively engaged during the lockdown than
their peers a year before. Given that this comparison is cross-
sectional, our second step concerned the 2020 dataset only, with
a particular focus on the information about COVID-19 as an
independent variable.

For 2020 data, we estimated effects both within-person and
between-person, to examine whether higher intensity of COVID-
19-related news was associated with elevated negative and
reduced positive emotions and how emotions and intensity of
COVID-19-related news were linked to creative activity. On both
person level and day level, we observed statistically significant
and positive relationships between the intensity of COVID-19
news and negative emotions—an effect we had predicted. But
we also found a positive relationship between the intensity of
COVID-19 news and positive emotions—a finding contrary to
our predictions. This effect was obtained on level 2, which
indicates that people who were more engaged in searching
and discussing COVID-19 tended to report both more negative
(which is understandable) and more positive (which is more
puzzling) emotions. Importantly, though, the same pattern
occurred on the day level; the days when people discussed
COVID-19 more intensively tended to be associated with more
positive and more negative emotions. In our Discussion, we
speculate why this could be the case. Here, we emphasize that
this positive link between COVID-19 news and positive emotions
was unexpected.

However, our main research question concerned the effect
of COVID-19-related thinking on creativity. The surprising
pattern obtained in year-to-year comparisons was even more
pronounced when we focused on 2020. As Table 4 illustrates,
on the person level, we observed that a tendency to discuss
coronavirus issues more intensively or searching for COVID-
19 related information was positively related to creative activity.
On the day level, we found that days with a higher search for
information about COVID-19 were associated with a higher
creative activity as well. The relationships with positive emotions
were consistent on the between- and within-level: the higher
the positive emotions people declared, the higher their creative
activity was, and the more positive the days they described, the
higher their creative activity on these days was. There were no
effects of generalized negative emotions nor anxiety on either
person or day level.

Lagged Analyses
Finally, to provide some insights into causal relationships, we
conducted a series of lagged analyses (Nezlek, 2008, 2011).
The first set of analyses tested lagged links from searching
for information about the coronavirus to positive and negative
emotions; the second tested the links from positive and negative
emotions to searching for the information about the coronavirus.
A separate set of analyses examined the links from emotions to
creative activity and from creative activity to emotions. A lag was
defined in terms of 1 day.

Our models provided arguments for reciprocal links
between emotions and searching for the information about the
coronavirus. Searching for information about the coronavirus
was positively related to next-day positive (β = 0.07, 95% CI:
0.05, 0.09) and negative (β = 0.04, 95% CI: 0.01, 0.07) emotions.
On the other hand, both positive (β = 0.05, 95% CI: 0.02, 0.08)
and negative (β = 0.04, 95% CI: 0.01, 0.07) emotions predicted
searching for information about the coronavirus next day. While
the links were significant, we emphasize on their low effect size.

The second set of models tested the cross-lagged links between
emotions and creative activity. Creative activity predicted
positive (β = 0.06, 95% CI: 0.04, 0.09) but not negative emotions
(β = 0.02, 95% CI: −0.004, 0.05) the next day. Neither positive
(β = 0.01, 95% CI: −0.02, 0.04) nor negative emotions (β =

0.03, 95% CI: −0.01, 0.06) predicted creative activity next day.
Lack of lagged links from emotions to creative activity replicates
previous, equally well-powered diary findings (Conner et al.,
2018). We emphasize here that the lack of causal links from
positive emotions to creative activity does not preclude that
positive emotions positively influence creative thinking.

DISCUSSION

COVID-19 devastates not only our health but also economies,
including creative professions (Comunian and England, 2020).
While its effects on everyday creativity are less established (but
seeMercier et al., 2021), there is a growing number of studies that
lead us to infer that even thinking about the threat associated with
the recent pandemic is harmful to creative thinking and problem-
solving (Karwowski et al., 2020). But does it apply to creative
activity as well?
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This study, utilizing data from unique pre-and-during-
pandemics daily diary studies, searched for potential effects
of COVID-caused lockdown on students’ creative activity. We
predicted that students locked in their houses will feel not
only more negative emotions, anxiety in particular, but also
that the confinement will harm their creative activity. What we
observed, however, is not only contrary to our predictions but
also apparently more complex.

In short, what both our micro-longitudinal studies—smaller
and shorter in 2019 and more elaborated during the pandemic—
demonstrated is exactly opposite to what we had expected. A
cross-sectional comparison of 2019 and 2020 participants has
shown that those who were locked in their homes had more,
not less, opportunities for creative behaviors.While they declared
lesser positive emotions in 2020 as compared with 2019, we
did not observe differences in negative emotions and anxiety
in particular.

When we dug deeper into the 2020 results, it became
apparent that searching around for information about COVID-
19 was positively linked with creative activity. Intriguingly, we
also observed an unexpected effect of COVID-19 information
on emotions. Not only higher saliency of COVID-19 was
associated with negative emotions, but also—contrary to what we
expected—it was related to experiencing more positive emotions,
albeit with a weak effect size. Why did COVID-19 saliency link to
a higher creative activity and positive emotions? We offer some
interpretations below.

It is possible that our results serve as a unique demonstration
of the conservation of resources theory (Hobfoll, 2001; Hobfoll
et al., 2018). According to the “gain paradox principle,” when the
chance for resource loss is high, any resource gains become more
valuable. It is likely that in stressful circumstances of potential
resource loss, such as decrease in well-being, for instance, young
people invest more willingly in gaining other resources, such
as developing their creative potential. It is also possible that
broadening knowledge about the pandemic outbreak enhances
the sense of control, which mediates participants’ emotional
well-being (Yang and Ma, 2020). Another explanation is that
broadening knowledge about the pandemic outbreak enhances
the sense of control and builds participants’ emotional well-being
(Yang and Ma, 2020).

It is also possible that looking up and talking about COVID-
19 as well as engaging in creative activities serve as emotion
regulation strategies. It is well-established that young adults
manage their moods inter alia by seeking others, keeping oneself
busy, and being involved in enjoyable activities (Diefendorff
et al., 2008). Reading new information about the pandemic,
exchanging them with friends and family, and creating could
serve as strategies to boost moods. Moreover, to combat
boredom, people apply such emotion regulation strategies
as “keep myself busy working on other things” and “do
something enjoyable to improve my mood” (Diefendorff et al.,
2008), which may explain how paradoxically creative activity
occurs somehow in pandemic times. Our findings may also
be explained by the finding that creativity often serves as a
strategy to relieve boredom (Gasper and Middlewood, 2014).
Perhaps, breaking the boredom by creative activity is the source
of satisfaction.

We do not knowwhether, while looking for information about
the pandemic, the participants did not search for other content
that might improve their mood. It is possible that their overall
activity in the media, not only to searching for information
about the virus but also more entertaining content, could lead to
more positive emotions (e.g., Greenwood and Long, 2009). It is
also difficult to rule out the possibility that participants’ positive
emotions resulted from the widespread belief that young people
are at a relatively low risk of health complications from COVID-
19. This kind of information, as well as social comparison with
those who have more demanding situations (e.g., have to take
care of balancing work duties with children’s home education and
facing health problems), could indeed be quite comforting (see
Smith, 2000).

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Although the present studies are micro-longitudinal and use
data collected before and during pandemic assessment, still,
the findings we present should be interpreted in light of
four limitations.

The first is a lack of knowledge about variables, which
could help better understand the difference in reaction to
information about COVID-19. In future research, it is worth to
consider both individual differences (such as personality) and
life situation (living alone or sharing household with others, and
socioeconomic status) as well as to collect more data about overall
media consumption and take a closer look at the content of
materials about the pandemic that participants access.

Second, this research did not include reasons for engaging
in everyday creativity (see Benedek et al., 2020). In a pandemic
situation, personal creativity may rely on further intrinsic
motives, such as coping strategies. Future research should thus
explore differences in the structure and strength motives in
creative activities in situations of distress, such as the COVID-19
pandemic. One possibility would be to use an end-of-day diary
design that asks about experiences and activities during the day,
using both rating scales (just as in our study) and qualitative
responses on the nuances of the activity, motives, and context.

Third, we acknowledge that while our measure of searching
for information about the coronavirus captured the intensity,
it missed the content, context, and reasons for searching for
such information. Therefore, it is possible that, in fact, some
people who declared intensive search and contact with COVID-
19-related news read something about the possible discovery of
new vaccines—unlikely on March–April 2020 yet discussed in
media—while some were focused on increasing rates of deaths.
That might explain the positive effects of COVID-19 information
on both positive and negative emotions. We acknowledge that
this lack of differentiation makes the interpretations of our
findings challenging.

Fourth and finally, we acknowledge issues associated with
our measure of daily creative activity. It was self-report and
addressed activity that ranged from everyday, to artistic, to
scientific domains. In this study, we were not interested in
possible domain-specific effects, so we restrained from a more
detailed analysis on the level of particular domains. However, the
effects may be more nuanced and better visible in some domains
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than in others. We invite fellow researchers to use the dataset
provided to test additional hypotheses omitted in this study.

CONCLUSION

To conclude, although the COVID-19 pandemic is devastating
for health and economy and very likely for creative thinking,
its impact on creative activity, especially when people are
on lockdown, seems to be somehow beneficial. Saying that
lockdown is creative would be an overkill. Still, however, as
this study demonstrated, there are some positive aspects of
thinking and talking about the recent pandemic for young
people’s creative activities.
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